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  This solid fuel furnace is designed to with minimal size reaches maximum efficiency during
heating the room. Furnace has a modern design and its major competitive advantage is an
innovative air flow system from the room through the furnace, which changes with the fan, room
air through the furnace and for a short time reaches the desired temperature in the room.
  
  An integral parts of the furnace are: thermostat which customer can set on desired
temperature and which turns the fan on the furnace and triggers rapid heating mode and the
thermostat on the furnace, which first checks whether it is furnace warm enough to allow
activation of the furnace fan. One layer of furnace is designed and made of chamotte bricks,
which, in addition to the current heating effect, get heating accumulation effect.
  
  Besides the innovative air chamber which passes next to the furnace firebox, side legs of
furnace (furnace has four legs), which are hollow, naturally suck in cooler air from the floor and
such air during the passage through the furnace heat. This effect to get cold air from the floor
naturally circulates through the furnace and the hot back into the room (30 m3 of air per hour).
  
    

  

    
  The production method
  
  Properly designed product, experience and owning of all the necessary machines and tools
guarantees safe development and production adjusted for the end customer.
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      Benefits of the product    After performing the test that lasted about a year, we test our products in twelve differentcustomers at different applications and spaces, and we have shown practically uniqueadvantages over the competition:        -  much better heated      -  consumes less solid fuels (wood, briquette, etc.)      -  does not smoke when the door is opened      -  better holds the heat      -  occupies less space      -  less costly      -  easily disposed of fire (pulls more)      -  simpler and easier to clean      -  additionally heated 100 m3/h air - 2400 m3 of air in 24 hours            
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